
PELCO AND QOGNIFY 
INTEGRATION
CUSTOMER SUCCESS THROUGH STRONG TECHNOLOGY PARTNERSHIPS

Qognify, part of Hexagon, provides physical security and enterprise incident management solutions. Its integration 
with Pelco cameras enables customers to use Qognify’s advanced video solution for corporate and enterprise 
projects. 

A variety of Pelco cameras are now listed as supported devices through Qognify’s Video 
Management software. This allows Qognify VMS customers to have the flexibility to plan and 
implement their projects with our best-in-class Pelco cameras with embedded smart analytics. 
The integration also allows users to seamlessly utilize the unique hardware features of each 
camera line. Pelco cameras provide a wide range of options to meet users’ needs, including 
enhanced imaging quality and rugged designs built for the harshest environments.

Over 140 Pelco camera variants have been certified with Qognify VMS software, including:

• Sarix Pro 4 • Esprit Enhanced

• Sarix Pro 3 • Sarix Value

• Sarix Enhanced 3 • Optera

• Many legacy fixed and PTZ Pelco camera devices

Pelco is committed to high-quality and comprehensive implementation of ONVIF standards 
across our camera portfolio. We continue to maintain a strong partnership with ONVIF to 
ensure that the latest standards are applied throughout our technologies. With Pelco’s 
ONVIF implementation, Qognify is able to integrate our cameras through their Smart Driver 
approach. The Smart Driver contains a driver for ONVIF profile S/G/T, which allows the use 
of new cameras out of the box without the need to download and install additional driver 
packages. As a result, customers gain the flexibility of taking advantage of the latest cameras 
and capabilities right out of the box without spending time and money waiting for the VMS 
manufacturer to provide updated camera drivers.

ABOUT QOGNIFY

Qognify’s comprehensive portfolio of video 
management software and enterprise incident 
management solutions serves thousands of 
customers around the world in manufacturing, 
transportation, retail, education, finance, 
logistics, corrections, critical infrastructure 
and government.

Hexagon is a global leader in digital reality 
solutions, combining sensor, software and 
autonomous technologies. Hexagon (Nasdaq 
Stockholm: HEXA B) has approximately 24,000 
employees in 50 countries and net sales 
of approximately 5.2bn EUR. Learn more 
at hexagon.com and follow @HexagonAB.
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